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Abstract 

The research is based on assumption that scout education is one of the universal character 
education in local, national, regional, or even international. Scout education is taught 
without making any difference in religion, tribe, race, status, and age. In its process, scout 
education is held within the school or outside the school, in order to make the scout 
participants get closer to the nature and the society. Therefore, model of scout education 
which is developed in an area is closely related with the existence of local culture where 
the scout education is held. One of the relation is the use of culture wisdom values as the 
material in scout education. In context of scout education in Java, the values of Javanese 
culture as a source of local wisdom in Indonesia, could be certainly used as a material in 
scout education. 
The research is using qualitative approach with field research. The data gathering was 
done by observation, interview, documentation and literature review, and the researcher 
as human instrument and as key instrument. The data analysis was done by using 

descriptive method with inductive and deductive pattern to process the qualitative data. 
The result of the study describes that the values of Javanese culture, especially that 
relates to fostering patriotism, caring about the environment and the society, being 
independent, and leadership, as the reflection of the values of local wisdom as an 
extracurricularin formal education, especially in elementary and high school. 

 
Keywords:: Scout education, Local wisdom, Javanese culture.  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
In Indonesian educational context, the role of extracurricular education could not 

be separated in attaining the purpose of national education.It is proven since the 

implementation of Kurikulum 2013 (Curriculum of 2013), scout education is assigned 

as a must-extracurricular at school.Substantively, scout is realized in structured way 

outside of school hours, it is carried out in a group inside or outside of the school 

environment, and the implementation is based on certain philosophy. 

Sudjana (2010: 122) states that the extracurricular philosophical foundation as 

the education held by the public institution is rooted on the philosophy foundation of 

the nation which is Pancasila. The values of Pancasila mentioned before cover the 

philosophical values derived from the value of the Supremacy God, just and civilized 

humanity, unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the inner wisdom in the unanimity 

arising out of deliberations amongst representatives, and social justice for all people of 

Indonesia.Therefore, scout as an extracurricular is developed through these values of 

Pancasila.These Pancasila values underlie and enliven every regulations and 
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implementation education that is develop, including the implementation of scout 

education or scout extracurricular. 

Johnston (2012: 3) explains that every society has their very own culture with 

manners and values that are always honored and respected as a group identity.Related 

to that, it could be evaluated that the implementation of scout education, in addition it 

should be arranged based on solitary ideology, also it needs to be harmonized with the 

local condition and adjusted with the situation and internal needs.Thus, scout 

education must be designed and applied according to the contexts and values of 

society’s culture, in which scout education is implemented. 

Over the times, the existence of values of certain culture is certainly changing, 

though the change is not fully omitting the whole identity inside of it.Mark Gerzon (2012: 

4) states that local values and national values will always be alive in global era and 

shaping new civilization.This statement affirms the idea that influences from the outside 

could change ‘having’, but not ‘being’.It means that changes in society, whether planned 

or unplanned, could change something over the society, but could not omit the real 

nature of the society. 

As the example of Japan with its Meiji Restoration (1860), the movement made 

Japan could adopt knowledge from the west and bring an incredible rapid progress, but 

it did not change the culture and the identity of Japanese. Referring to this 

phenomenon, in Indonesia context, to anticipate the change and hold back the negative 

effect of globalization, it is really important to keep the efforts of positive attitude 

development especially among youth.One of the attitude that should be embedded and 

developed is the attitude of patriotism-nationalism, in which one of the strategy is by 

transmitting the wisdom values and local culture as material in learning context, 

including in scout education.   

Implicitly and explicitly, the implementation of extracurricular education 

including scout should meet certain criteria.Sudjana (2010: 142) mentions that the 

criteria refer to first: according to the nature of life, involving norm and values of ideal 

life, second: according to the nature of society, involving education as a process in the 

society outside of the school which is always changing based on space on time, third: 

according to the nature of human being as an educational subject, in which the 

educator as an individual being, religious, social and unique, aligned with similarities 

and differences, similarities referring to the individual potential to change, differences 

referring to personality and potential of each individual, and fourth: according to the 

nature of truth, meaning the implementation of extracurricular education that is 

developed aligned with the substance of truth reality and what is taught to the students 

is a real life. 

Vallory (2012: 165) states that values of civic education and scout could really 

defend the social political security, support the political stability in every country, build 

teamwork and unite the institutions validly in an authority, build the ability to align 

itself  and not overstep the limit of social values and applied norms.It implies the 

meaning of scout educational implementation in building and supporting national 

integration, especially the fact shows Indonesia as a multicultural country has more 

than 350 ethnics and different cultures inside of it.Indonesia’s cultural diversity with 

various values and local wisdom in it, surely it could be used to establish the value of 

supporting national integration. One of the cultural values is the value of wisdom in 

Javanese culture.Various kind of values and local wisdom in Javanese cultural values 

are potential to be transmitted to scout educational system, adopted and adapted to the 

existing system, elaborated and presented as an acceptable material and might be 

implemented nationally. 

Research Method 

The study uses qualitative approach with descriptive-qualitative method.By using 

analytic descriptive, this study tries to elaborate and draw systematically, factually, 
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accurately, and critically related to the facts and natures of the research subject.This 

study also uses interpretative method because the research data is related to the 

interpretation based on the field data (Sugiono, 2012: 12).The study could also be 

categorized as naturalistic research because the research was done naturally (natural 

setting), through direct observation when the extracurricular was occurred. 

The study also makes a serious effort in developing subjective meaning form the 

informants’ (interviewee) experiences or respondents (Scout participants, guide teachers 

or scout coaches, and the principal) related to apprehending the meaning in scout 

education implementation, local wisdom values, and its transmission to extracurricular 

of scout education.Therefore, the study also uses social constructivism approach, drawn 

by Cresswell that every individual tries to comprehend their place of living and working, 

develop subjective meaning based on their experiences, every meaning that is pointed 

out to things or certain object (Cresswell, 2015: 32).Related to local wisdom as the 

research object, the concept of this study is ethno-pedagogical that views knowledge or 

local wisdom, whether local knowledge or local wisdom, evaluated as the source of 

innovation and skills that could be empowered for the sake of society’s welfare 

(Alwasilah, 2009).  

The meaning of various local wisdom values encouraged the researcher to find 

various point of view without narrowing its meaning into small number of categories or 

ideas. The values of Javanese culture that are relevant to scout education becomes the 

primary data in this study and it is interpreted according to the science development 

especially in education. 

 Data gathering technique used in this study covers (1) Observation, (2) Interview, 

(3) Documentation, (4) Focus Group Discussion (FGD).Observation is used to gain the 

factual picture of the condition of(GugusDepan)Gudep Work Program during the 

time.Interview is done to collect information about the process of learning and 

developing related to scout education. The informants (interviewees) that are assigned 

to be interview objects are The Principal, Vice Principal of Student Field, Leader of 

Gudep, also the scout members.The documentation is done by observing the Gudep’s 

documents and data record of activities of scout extracurricular. 

Besidesdirect notes taking, video recording with recording tools such as camera, 

handy-cam, and tape recorders, were also used by the researcher in collecting the 

data.While in data processing, according to qualitative approach and the research object 

with natural setting, the researcher plays as a key instrument, and the data gathering 

and analysis was done simultaneously.The researcher also conducted Focus Group 

Discussion and in-depth discussion involving the Gudep Leader, Ketua Dewan Racana, 

Executive Committee and experts that are competent in scout education either from 

Regency Council or Academics were also done by the researcher to get comprehensive 

result and valid about the transmission of local wisdom values in scout education. 

 

 

Participant 

The research was done in three different schools in Malang, East Java, they are 

SMA Negeri 1, SMA Negeri 7, SMA Negeri 8. These three locations were assigned by 

purposive sampling or sampling with purpose, and based on assumption these three 

schools could represent the condition of senior high schools in Malang city. Through 

these three research locations, the researcher could gain enough picture of the objective 

condition the transmission of Javanese local wisdom into scout education that is 

implemented by senior high schools in area of Malang city. 

The subject of this study is the Gudep (Indonesia: GugusDepan) in research 

location and all parties involved in scout education or scout extracurricular at schools 
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of research site.The research subjects who act as informants or respondents in this 

study are The Principal who serves ex officio as KetuaMajelis PembinaGudep, Vice 

Principal of Student Field as the PIC (Person in Charge) of the extracurricular, Gudep 

Leader, Scout Instructor or Coach and Pengurus Gudep atau Dewan Racana.The 

organizational structure of scout element is universal which means generally each 

school has the same organizational structure in scout, which refers to scout’s AD/ART 

that is applicable nationally. 

 

Data Collection 

In this study, the data are observation notes, oral or written statements from the 

interviewees, and questionnaires from the respondents. Related to form of Javanese 

local values that could be identified, designed, transmitted or elaborated to scout 

education, the examples of local values are mentioned below on Table 01 as follows:  

 
Table no. 01. Values of Javanese Culture that has been transmitted into 

Scout Education  

 
No. Values of 

Javanese Local 

Wisdom 

 

Transmitted Values Form of Transmission 

or Implementation in 

Activities 

Level of 

Acceptable 

Values 

1 Sistem Among Values 

ofadiluhungwhich 

describes an ideal 

system. 

Developed asan ideal 

model of system of the 

education 

implementation and 

training in Scout. 

National 

2 IngNagrso sung 

tuladha, ing 

madya 

mangun karsa, 

tut wuri 

handayani 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns aboutideal 

behavior. 

Used as motto to 

behave ideally in the 

activities. 

National 

3 Sepi ing pamrih 

rame ing gawe 

Valuesadiluhunga 

motto that concerns 

aboutideal attitude.  

Used as motto that 

underlies an ideal 

attitude. 

National 

4 1) Sayuk saeko 
praya cancut 
taliwanda  

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

attitude. 

Used as motto that 

underlies an ideal 

attitude. 

Local 

5 Rawe-rawe 

rantas malang-

malang putung 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

behavior. 

Used as motto to 

behave ideally in the 

activities. 

National 

6 Sadumuk 

bathuk, 

sanyari bumi 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

attitude. 

Used as motto that 

underlies an ideal 

attitude. 

Local 
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den tohi 

tumekeng pati 

7 2) Hurub 
habangun 
praja   
 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

behavior. 

Used as motto to 

behave ideally in the 

activities. 

Local 

8 3) Memayu 
Hayuning 
Bawana 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

behavior. 

Used as motto to 

behave ideally in the 

activities. 

National 

9 4) Jer basuki 
mawa bea 

5)  

Values 

ofadiluhungwhich 

describes an ideal 

system. 

Developed asan ideal 

model of system of the 

education 

implementation and 

training in Scout. 

National 

10 6) Rumangsa bisa 
handarbeni , 
rumangsa 
wajib 
hangrungkebi 

Values of adiluhung, 

a motto that 

concerns about ideal 

attitude. 

Used as motto that 

underlies an ideal 

attitude. 

Local 

11 Wira karya Indicating the 

identity of 

meaningful activities 

Used as a theme of 

meaningful activities. 

National 

12 Kasendhu 

mring sesami 

Indicating the 

identity of 

meaningful activities 

Used as a theme of 

meaningful activities. 

Local 

13 Mitreka Satata Indicating the 

identity of Gudep 

meaningful name 

Used as 

Gudepmeaningful 

name 

Local 

14 Bimasena 

Arimbi 

Indicating the 

identity of Gudep 

meaningful name 

Used as 

Gudepmeaningful 

name 

National 

15 SABHATANSA 

(Sahabat 

Bhakti Tansah 

Tresna) 

Indicating the 

identity of Gudep 

meaningful name 

Used as 

Gudepmeaningful 

name 

Local 

16 Gada rujak 

polo 

Symbolizing 

something 

considered 

meaningful. 

Used as a Relic of 

Gudep Putra 

existence. 

Local 

17 Selendang Symbolizing 

something 

considered 

meaningful. 

Used as a Relic of 

GudepPutri existence. 

National 

18 Cengger Ayam Symbolizing 

something 

Used as name and 

special uniform motive 

Local 
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considered 

meaningful. 

that represents 

specific meaning. 

19 Lemper Symbolizing 

something 

considered 

meaningful. 

Used as food in 

ceremony that 

represents specific 

meaning. 

National 

20 Wedang Jahe Symbolizing 

something 

considered 

meaningful. 

Used as drink in 

ceremony that 

represents specific 

meaning. 

 

 

Data Analysis 

The values of Javanese culture are categorized as form of Javanese local wisdom, 

these forms could be recognized by Javanese philosophical terms such as motto 

(Javanese: semboyan), sasanti, or any other forms considered contain meaning to the 

Javanese society.The forms could be seen as the role and function of the existence in 

society context.Local wisdom, in every form, becomes valuable and meaningful when it 

is portrayed and used as a way of life, source of value, or behavior and attitude ideas, 

used as identity indicator/symbol/certain symbol.The local wisdom values are not 

merely for local, because of its universal characteristic, these values are possible to be 

widely recognized and they do not belong to certain culture or ethnic, but more 

importantly they should be widely presented and recognized in national scale.  

Until today, the local wisdom values are always referred and become a valuable 

and meaningful guidance to the Javanese as the owner of the culture itself. Its meanings 

are still relevant and logically acceptable ideas which make these values acceptable and 

even needed. Therefore, its existence and its meaning are possible and potential to be 

transmitted over generation so it could be utilized to fix the recent context, especially 

by scout education that has been assigned as one of compulsory extracurricular in 

supporting the national education goals. 

Scout which is an organization based on nation ideology, is wide open to accept 

relevant local wisdom values along with scout education, which is also contained in the 

guidance of the implementation Tri SatyaandDasa Dharma.Based on the data 

elaboration shown on Table 01, various local wisdom values of Javanese culture and 

relevant analysis to the implementation of scout education described below. 

 

1. SistemAmong 

Sistem among,is one of forms of Javanese local valueshas been transmitted in 

scout education.In word,amongmeans guardian orcaretaker which is connoting the 

word as how to play a part, to run the function, or to take care or protect as a 

guardian.In Javanese society concept, the word among or ngemong means to take care 

with great affection, the meaning itself has a picture of values of adiluhungthat portrays 

an ideal management system. 

The transmission of these values into scout education and determined as the 

identity system in scout with term Sistem Among is also declared in Paragraph 10 of 

Scout Movement Constitution.It is mentioned in the Constitution that (1) the scout 

education activities should be applied using sistem among. (2) sistem amongis scout 

educational process establishes the learners to be nationalism, discipline, self-sufficient 

in a reciprocal relationship among others.Furthermore, education activities verse (1) 

and (2) should be implemented by applying the principle of leadership; (a) the front is 
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the role model; (b) the middle is willingness; and (c) the back is encouragement and 

motivation giver, these are the real shape of leadership uttered by Ki HadjarDewantara. 

 

2. IngNagrso sung tuladha, ing madya mangun karsa, tut wuri handayani 

Ing Nagrso sung tuladha, ing madya mangun karsa, tut wuri handayaniis one of 

local wisdom used in sistem amongexplicitly. One ofJavanese local values that means, 

at the front gives ideas, direction, purpose, in the middle gives encouragement, 

cooperation, and at the back gives motivation and as guardian, the meaning itself shows 

the adiluhungvalues about an ideal behavior of a leader. This Javanese local wisdom 

has been transmitted into scout education and used as a motto that underlies an ideal 

behavior and attitude of leadership or a leader in educational leadership context in 

Indonesia.The local wisdom related to leadership character was originated from 

Javanese philosophy and expressed by Ki HadjarDewantara.This meaningful of local 

wisdom was cited from R.M. Sosrokartono’s utterance, brother of R.A. Kartini. It also 

teaches wisdom to everyone in this nation that acts as teacher or leader (Soetomo, 2006: 

7).  

 

3. Sepi ing pamrih rame ing gawe 

The Javanese local wisdom ofSepi ing pamrih rame ing gaweteaches us the values 

of an ideal attitude of someone in addressing job or task.A traditional expression that 

teaches about sincerity, sacrifice, like helping others for good without expecting 

anything.This values of Javanese local wisdom has been transmitted into scout 

education and used as a motto that underlies an ideal attitude that is developed in scout 

members to be an individual that loves to work on his/her task or job without expecting 

anyprofit. 

 

4. Sayuk saeko praya cancut taliwanda  

The Javanese local wisdom ofSayuk saeko praya cancut taliwandawhich means 

doing something with harmony and as a unity will lead to a common good, it contains 

the value of adiluhungthat teaches about an ideal behavior in doing a task.The value is 

transmitted into scout education as a motto of an ideal behavior in doing something. 

The value is relevant to the spirit of mutual cooperation that is underlain the sincerity 

of working for the common good, which is developed in scout extracurricular. 

 

5. Rawe-rawe rantas malang-malang putung 

Rawe-rawe rantas malang-malang putungas one of Javanese local wisdom means 

any obstacle that is in the way will be removed, it contains the value of adiluhungthat 

teaches about an ideal behavior in working, that is always working with full of ‘spirit’ 

and remove any obstacle blocking the path.This value of adiluhungthat teaches about 

spirit is transmitted into scout education and placed it as a motto to underlie positive 

behavior and attitude in scout members to be always full of encouragement in facing 

any obstacle in doing their duty or task.The motto of ideal behavior also means an effort 

in building constructive patriotism where the society needs to remove its common 

enemy.In this context, ‘common enemy’ can be interpreted as how to embed the spirit 

in facing or eradicating ignorance and poverty, corruption, collusion and nepotism. 

 

6. Sadumuk bathuk, sanyari bumi den tohi tumekeng pati 

The Javanese local wisdom ofSadumuk bathuk, sanyari bumi den tohi tumekeng 

pati, denotatively meansselebar dahi, sejengkal tanah (bumi) akan dibela sampai mati, 

hingga pecahnya dada sampai tumpahnya darahcontains noble value to show an ideal 
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behavior in addressing the homeland and nation.This value builds an attitude to always 

commit to defend the national pride and to stand up until the very end of life. A loyalty 

in defending the national pride and territorial integrity. 

This Javanese local wisdom tells about the honor or pride and homeland integrity 

is the primary point. Therefore, the society must be capable of defending it in the face 

of death.In a private context, the phrase implies that a touch on the forehead by another 

person could be regarded as an insult for the Javanese people. Similarly, the annexation 

related to land ownership although it is only as width as one finger could be regarded 

as a form of harassment against the rights and the rights owner, in Javanese community 

context.The value is transmitted into scout education as a motto that builds up an ideal 

behavior related to grow patriotism and nationalism of scout members. 

 

7. urub habangun praja   

Hurub habangun prajais one of mottos that is a form of Javanese local value means 

working together passionately to build the nation.The noble value contained in this motto 

teaches the society/young generation to passionately build the nation by working 

according to their field in supporting the prosperity and the glory of the nation. The 

value is transmitted into scout education by making it as a motto to build positive 

attitude to scout members to collaborate passionately in doing every duty in scouting 

activities. 

 

8. Memayu Hayuning Bawana 

The Javanese local wisdom ofMemayu hayuning bawanathat meanstaking care of 

the nature contains noble value that teaches the society or every citizen must take care 

of the nature.Mamayuormamasuh malaning bumimeans preventing the nature from 

damage done by human behavior.This local wisdom teaches about the value of 

adiluhungto behave ideally in keeping the nature. The values itself is transmitted into 

scout education and used as a motto that underlies the act of the scout members to 

always maintain the environmental sustainability and develop the attitude to care or 

love the environment. 

 

9. Jer basuki mawa bea 

An old phrase of Jer basuki mawa beawhich meanssetiap keberhasilan 

membutuhkan pengorbanancould be interpreted as in getting something needs specific 

sacrifice.In private context, everyone who wants to live a good life should be with effort 

or cost, or in other words, everyone should sacrifice in getting a prosperous life. In social 

context, moral and material sacrifice is needed in getting a common prosperity. This 

Javanese local wisdom implies the value that teaches about ideal attitude of willingness 

to sacrifice in order to get something. In scout education, the value is transmitted into 

a motto that shapes an attitude of willingness or sincere sacrifice. 

 

10. Rumangsaa bisa handarbeni, rumangsaa wajib hangrungkebi 

A traditional phraseRumangsaa bisa handarbeni, rumangsaa wajib 

shangrungkebimeans, have a sense of belonging and have a sense of protecting, urges 

the people to have a sense of belonging and protecting their country.In other words, 

because the country or organization is public property, so the people have an obligation 

to protect it. This local value of Javanese contains value teaches about an appropriate 

attitude in addressing and defending a possession and guarantee the existence.In 

scouting educational context, the value is transmitted in building a positive attitude and 

growing self-awareness and nationalism and patriotism. 
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11. Wira karya 

 Wira Karyais a local wisdom of Javanese that marks the identity of something, 

it could be interpreted as a noble job or model provider. The local value teaches about 

the importance of marking and naming something with a proper and meaningful 

identity.Related to the name of activity that marks WiraKarya as a big campsite or 

Kemah Baktithat is held in order to build the integration with the community and to 

participate in community development activities. Kemah Baktiis an activity that realizes 

the purpose of Scout which is to build and strengthen the spirit of nation and the spirit 

of awareness to all youth and its elements. 

 

12. Kasendhu mring sesami 
 The Javanese local wisdom ofKasendhu mring sesamicould be interpretedasto 

feel in togetherness.This local wisdom teaches about the importance of proper and 

meaningful name or identity. The importance of marking or givingidentity to an activity 

is to establish the orientation of togetherness.In context of scout education, the moral 

value is utilized to mark one of the activities that is considered as raising togetherness 

between the old members and the new members, as well as teaches the participants to 

integrate with the community outside of school area, gets closer with real context of 

community so that they may feel the live within ‘inadequate’ community, thus they 

could learn to build noble attitude in facing something beyond their expectation. 

 

13. Mitreka Satata 
 Mitreka Satata motto which means to always befriend or to befriend equally, 

etymologically Mitreka Satataisderived from Mitra or partner/friend, Ika or that/one, 

and Satata or equal. The term of Mitreka Satatain educational context is used as the 

identity of Gudep’s name in a school that is historically narrated run into a clash by the 

effect of political issues at that time. The term ofMitreka Satatawas createdin order to 

build unity between those elements in that group, and the motto was also used as a 

symbol of cooperation between countries in Southeast Asia ASEAN in 1968. The 

Javanese local wisdom related to the existence of the motto Mitreka Satatateaches about 

the importance of identity of a good name as a symbol of good thing will come as well. 

The value seems transmitted into scout education as a symbol of good hope in using 

good motto. 

 

14. Bimasena Arimbi 
 Naturally, Bimasena Arimbimeans the identity of two figures of puppetry in the 

story of Mahabarata, which are regarded have positive characters.Bimasenais the 

second son of Pandawa that is known as a gallant man, a knight spirit with unyielding 

willpower.While Arimbiis the name of Bimasena’s wife, a daughter of a noble-hearted 

giant. Both names that represent those positive characters, transmitted into scout 

education symbolize the identity of Gudep’s name. A symbol that is categorized as 

Javanese local wisdom, the name of Bimasena Arimbipictures the importance of 

meaningful name. Pemilihan nama dengan makna yang baik hakikatnya berorientasi 

pada harapan akan hadirnya sesuatu yang baik pula dari sesuatu yang ditandai oleh 

nama yang bersangkutan.Naturally, selecting name with good meaning with an 

orientation as a hope on something good will come by the selected name. 

 

15. SABHATANSA (Sahabat Bhakti Tansah Tresna) 
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 SABHATANSA is an abbreviation ofSahabat Bhakti Tansah Tresnawhich means 

to happily and lovingly devote to friends. The acronym was coming from Javanese 

language so it is categorized as Javanese local wisdom.The value contained in the local 

wisdom teaches about the important meaning of naming something with good identity 

and good meaning. Related to the value of culture transmission into scout education, 

the acronym of SABHATANSAis appointed as the identity of school’s motto and the 

identity of Gudep’s name that is seen carrying a hope that with its motto, learners or 

Scout members at schools have a humanist character, friendly and lovingly, also other 

positive characters, as also seen in the meaning of the words contained in the motto. 

 

16. Gada rujak polo 
 Gada rujak polois an identity of weapon’s name or relic owned by Bimasena, one 

of the figures in puppetry in Mahabarata, that is narrated as a gallant knight, honest, 

and never gives up. Based on the story, Bimasenahas a ‘Club’ that is known as his 

powerful relic named Gada rujak polo, the strength of the relic was the symbol of the 

existence of Bimasenaas a knight. The value contained in local wisdom of naming as an 

identity teaches about the importance of naming something with good identity and good 

meaning. Related to the transmission of culture value into scout education, Gada rujak 

polois chosen as an identity and symbol ofpusaka ambalan Gudep putra,that is always 

used as a complementary tool in Scout traditional ceremony at school that marks the 

significance of hope in making a character or attitude of a ‘knight’ of boy scout members. 

 

17. Selendang 
 Selendangis a long cloth that is used on the shoulders or neck as a woman 

accessory. In Javanese culture context, in the story of Mahabarata, DewiArimbiwho is 

also Bimasena’swife was always portrayed using selendangin every occasion, as a 

symbol of ‘charm’ for women. The use of the symbol means the importance of giving 

identity to women’s existence according to their characteristic. Related to the 

transmission of value in Javanese local wisdom into scout education, selendangis used 

as an identity and also a symbol of pusaka ambalan Gudep putri, that marks the 

significance of hope in making a character or attitude of a ‘woman’ of girl scout 

members. 

 

18. Cengger Ayam 
 Cengger Ayamis a Javanese local wisdom that comes from a name of a flower 

which has a form of cenggeron a chicken,the flower known for its various benefits.Based 

on the study, besides it is admired by its beauty, the flower of Cengger Ayamis also 

useful for medicines and it could also be used as a red dye.Because of various 

advantages cengger ayamhas, it inspires the extracurricular administrator at school 

institution that has the same address name with the name of cengger ayam.Related to 

the transmission of Javanese local value into scout education, the establishment of 

Cengger Ayamas an identity of Gudep’s name as well as a typical symbol of Batik as a 

uniform in school mentioned before that marks the significance of hope in identity and 

its advantages as character or attitude in every learner or Scout members. 

 

19. Lemper 
Lemperis a name of Javanese typical food, which is made of sticky rice and 

shredded meat/serondengwrapped by banana leaves. Although the food is small, but it 

contains big energies and calories. Lemperhas a meaningful philosophy, because it is 

made of rice that sticks with other rice, it is taken as symbol of unity, and because it is 

also wrapped neatly by banana leaves, it is also a symbol of neatness. Various 
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philosophical values contained in lemper, in scout education, transmitted by making it 

as a typical food in every ceremony of assigning new members, at the campsite in Gudep. 

Giving the food to the new members is a symbol of hope of the organization therefore 

the new members could participate in every activity passionately. 

 

20. Wedang Jahe 
The term ofWedang Jaheis a name of Javanese traditional drink made of ginger 

and sugar, with a taste that could warm the bodies.Although it sounds modest, the 

drink believed has many benefits because of the savor to health and it is suitable to 

drink it on cold weather.Wedang Jahedelivers a meaningful philosophy, though it is 

seen as a traditional because of its benefits.Therefore, the philosophy of the drink makes 

it transmitted into scout education in the form of making Wedang Jaheas one of typical 

complementary things in the ceremonial occasion in Gudep. The giving of the drink is 

used as a symbol of hope that the new members’ participation could bring benefits in 

scouting activities. 

 

RESULTS    

 The implementation of scout as an extracurricular at school, essentially is based 

on education juridical basis, namely Article 3 of Law No. 2 of 2013 on National 

Education System explains that national education “…serves to develop the ability and 

character development and nation civilization with dignity in order to educate nation’s 

life, aiming on learners potential development to become a man of faith to the God 

Almighty, noble, healthy, knowledgeable, skilled, creative, independent, and become a 

democratic citizen and responsible.The implementation of the article is arranged in the 

Minister of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia Regulation number 62 

of 2014 about Extracurricular Program in Primary and Secondary Education.Paragraph 

1 of Minister’s Regulation number 62 of 2016 states that extracurricular is a curricular 

activity undertaken by the learners outside of the learning hours of any intra-curricular 

and co-curricular activities, under surveillance of the educators.   

Extracurricular is intended to develop the potential and competency of the 

learners, whether it relates to knowledge application gained by the learners, or in 

essence to develop the potential, aptitude, and interest inlearners through compulsory 

or optional activities.In practice, extracurricular activities are school activities carried 

out in order to give chance to the learners to be able to develop potential, talent, interest, 

ability, personality, teamwork, and independent of the learners optimally to support the 

education purpose. In educational perspective, extracurricular program is applied 

outside of the curriculum and outside of the school hours. Therefore, extracurricular 

program is categorized as a non-formal education.Although it is a must in participating 

in extracurricular activities, learners are allowed to choose activities that aligned with 

their talents and interests. 

Related to scout extracurricular, since Kurikulum 2013 (Curriculum of 2013) 

applied, scout turned out to be a must-extracurricular in primary and secondary 

education, while others are optional extracurricular, which is controlled by the school’s 

policy.Scouting establishment as a compulsory extracurricular is stated in Minister’s 

Regulation No. 62 of 2016 Paragraph 1 which states that scout education is a compulsory 

extracurricular activity mentioned in paragraph 1. Extracurricular activity shall be 

compulsory and organized by education unit, including high-school education unit 

(SMA/MA) and must be engaged by all learners. The implementation of Scout Education 

as a compulsory extracurricular is based on some legal basis as follows: 

1. Law of Republic of Indonesia No. 20 of 2013 about National Education System. 

2. Law of Republic Indonesia No. 12 of 2010 about Scout Movement. 
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3. Indonesian Government Regulation No. 19 of 2005 as amended to Indonesian 

Government Regulation No. 32 of 2013 about National Education Standard 

4. Regulation of Education and Culture Minister of Republic of Indonesia No. 69 of 2013 

aboutBasic Framework and Curriculum Structure of SMA/MA (Senior High 

School/Islamic Senior High School). 

5. Regulation of Education and Culture Minister of Republic of Indonesia No. 81A of 

2013 about Curriculum Implementation. 

6. Regulation of National Education Minister No. 39 of 2008 about Students 

Development. 

7. Joint Decree of Education and Culture Minister with Chairman of National Scout 

Movement No. 156/Kab/65 and No. 47/KN/65, on September 27th, 1965 about 

integrating Scout Movement with schools. 

8. National Consensus Decision of Scout Movement in 2013 about AnggaranDasarand 

AnggaranRumahTangga of Scout Movement. 

Explicitly, as scout established as a compulsory extracurricular activity, meaning 

that scout education is an extracurricular activity that is systemically acted as a vehicle 

to strengthen psychology-social-cultural (reinforcement) manifestation of attitude and 

skill in Kurikulum 2013 (Curriculum of 2013), which is psycho-pedagogically coherent 

with development of attitudes and skills in scout education. Thereby, the attainment of 

Primary Competence of Spiritual Attitude (KI-1), Social Attitude (KI-2), and Skills (KI-3) 

obtain meaningful reinforcement (meaningful learning) through facilitating systemic-

adaptive scout education in education environment (Appendix of Regulation of 

Education and Culture Minister, No. 63 in 2014). It means that the achievement of scout 

competency that is also very functional support learners achievement of attitude 

competency and skill optimally, it is highly influenced by the management system and 

scouting educational setting which is implemented as adaptive as possible as an 

attitude learning and skill in education unit environment, that conceptually or 

practically capable of supporting the achievement of education purpose. 

Related to this, scout extracurricular activities, that is done inside or outside of 

the school environment (intramural or extramural) should be presented as an effort of 

learning values that could build the attitude and character of the learners as people 

with high moral values based on Pancasila. The values that are relevant to be develop 

through scout education covering values that are able to build: sense of belonging, sense 

of helping others, sense of loving homeland, sense of loving and caring the nature. 

Those values reflect the development of values on learners which consist religious 

value, leadership, tolerance and togetherness, social and environmental awareness, 

national spirit and patriotism, discipline, and self-independent.Basically, those values 

are relevant with the orientation of character building developed in context of current 

character education. The values taught in scout education support and complete the 

activity of values implantation done in intra-curricular learning in class.There are also 

values elaborated before are values transmitted from local wisdom values or Javanese 

culture values which is still relevant with current educational context. 

Based on the elaboration and data analysis it could be presented the followings 

(1) The values of Javanese local wisdom could be grasped form any sources such as 

traditional phrases, mottos, names or meaningful symbols (Gada, Trisula, 

Selendang,dll.), name of flowers (cengger ayam, melati, anggrek,dll.), name of food 

(lemper, ketupat), name of drinks (wedang jahe, air putih,dll.), name of figures (Bima, 

Arimbi, dll).(2) the categories of symbols, icons, or any other things or expressions in 

Javanese local wisdom, based on the philosophical values, could be used as a basis or 

principle that leads to an ideal, proper, andprecise attitude or behavior.(3) The value of 

Javanese culture as one of local wisdoms transmitted into scouting activities, could be 

distinguished based on the level of use in Scout, these could be identified from several 
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categories that cover (a) its usefulness as symbol or motto applies nationally, according 

to the decision of Kwartir Nasional Gerakan Pramuka; (b) its usefulness as symbol or 

motto towards local scope or school, that has a permanent nature and been used as a 

Gudepidentity in school scope;(c) the use of object or verbal symbol that has certain 

value in Javanese culture as an activity symbol on scout activities in local scope.These 

categories indicate that the existence of local wisdom with its philosophical values that 

are still relevant could not be left behind in Scout organization, whether in national or 

international scale. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 The implementation of Scout education in every country as a universal 

organization, in local, national, regional, or even in international level, is based on the 

policies applied in each country. In this case, it affects to the possibilities of difference 

orientation or scout education purpose, as in India, scout education is immersed on the 

needs of getting scout’s talent and giving quality training in order to get good 

achievement (Kumar, Vijawya, 2015: 1). The policy was based on the fact that in India, 

with more than 1 billion people, could not achieve or grab any medals in international 

level, especially in sports.Through scout education that is led by government institution, 

hopefully could search youth people with talent to be able to compete in international 

level in sports. 

 In Indonesia, Scout Movement is directed to bring the young generation to have 

patriotism and nationalism.It is also mentioned explicitly in Dasa Dharma Pramuka 

vision of Scout Movement in Indonesia, since the beginning of Dutch colonial era, 

Indonesia Scout Movement was directed to build a critical patriotism and nationalism 

spirit to the throne of colonial (Semedi, 2011: 5).After the independence, Scout which is 

under social community organization is unified by President Decree No. 238 of 1961 

Scout Movement was created with its new name Pramuka the stands for Praja Muda 

Karana, which means youth people who keep producing.Ever since, in Indonesia there 

is only one scout movement called Pramukathat based on Pancasila which is explicitly 

found in Tri Satyawith an orientation to keep building patriotism and nationalism even 

in different discussion. 

Values in Javanese culture is highly related to philosophy of Java. Hariwijaya, 

(2006: 13) explains philosophy of Java as a knowledge developed through a critical 

evaluation of Java traditional values that has grown for thousand years.Philosophy of 

Java is closely related to basic mental in personal or society of Javanese and it could be 

used as a way of life.Philosophy of Java could be formed as, sesanti, pasemon, isbat, 

perlambang, pralampita, wangsalan, parikan, panyandra, paribasan, bebasan, seloka, 

customs, or beliefs. 

Nowadays, various form of Javanese philosophy shows up and is used as language 

between Javanese society, but just a few people could understand the meaning and 

values in it.There are so many Javanese philosophy teaches the values of adiluhungthat 

teaches truth, wisdom, and kindness that could be utilized as motto or way of life, but 

very few could use or even implement these values as a guidance in their life.In fact, the 

values of adiluhungteach the truth, wisdom, and kindness that could be used, especially 

if it is related to educational context.In its representation, Javanese culture is Javanese 

philosophy that has been accepted and used in the Javanese society, because the 

essence of culture is a result human sense, initiative, and creativity. 

Javanese culture is one of the forms of local wisdom of Indonesia. Terms of wisdom 

means as wisdom or discernment and local means the local people or local area(M. 

Echols dan Hasan Syadily, 2005). Conceptually, local wisdom is human discernment 

that based on philosophy of values, ethics, and behaviors traditionally.Local wisdom is 

considered as good and right values so that it may last for a long time. Local wisdom 
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forms as an excellence of the local culture is affected by the geographic condition and 

society’s sociology. 

Haba (2007: 330) says that local wisdom points out to cultural richness that grows 

and develops in a society that is known, believed, and recognized as important elements 

that could reinforce the social cohesion between the society. According to Satini (2004: 

111) local wisdom is understood as local ideas that are wise, full of wisdom, good values, 

implanted and followed by the society.Gobyah (in Sartini 2004: 57) states that local 

genius is truth that has become a tradition (Javanese: ajeg)in an area. Local wisdom is 

a mix of values of God’s word and various noble values that exist in the society. 

In society context, Indonesia as a multicultural country, seems that plural society 

scientifically grows becoming a multicultural society ideologically (Setiadi, 2011: 553).In 

this context, local wisdom does not locally occur on culture or certain ethnic, but it also 

tends to cross culture and ethnic so it might form new national culture values.In 

Indonesian society context, values of local wisdom that is still highly honored such as 

cooperation, tolerance, religiosity, work ethic, and other acceptable values seen from 

the intensity and usage context as values that is also used in national scale, as the 

example of philosophy Tut wuri handayani, Aja adigang, adigung, adiguna, Ngluruk 

tanpa bala, dan Mamayu hayuning bawana.The local wisdom is coming from local 

values that has been taught over generations, inherited from generations through 

different ways with the intention of guiding the society in attaining balance, social and 

nature harmonization, progress and excellence achievement. It indicates that the 

essence of values of Javanese local wisdom is potential to be sorted, selected, continued, 

and developed the utilization by aligning it with current education. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 The primary goal of scout education is to educate the young generation to have 

their own point of view, critical thinking, to be an active and responsible citizen, and 

also as an agent of change. The scout values could be used as a basic to decide the 

model from the community and to lead social change individually or collectively. The 

scout values intrinsically are non-exclusive, but it may collaborate with other values 

within different communities. Scout Movement almost has no controversy with the 

preservation debate or cultural values change within the community. Therefore, 

generally, scout as an organization does not collide with any formal institution values. 

Hence, the transmission of values taken from local wisdom is possible to be done 

towards scout education. 
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